IMPACT SUMMARY
OCTOBER 2017 - SEPTEMBER 2018

Volunteers during the IRONMAN Foundation Volunteer Day stand with resident Maria Vives after revitalizing her home.
Photograph by Jay Guerra for IRONMAN Foundation.
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Celso González, Fundación Buena Vibra Board Member, paints one of the impacted homes in Barrio Ingenio, Toa Baja.
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MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT
EMIL MEDINA
President of Fundación Buena Vibra
CEO + Partner of Buena Vibra Group
ABOUT BUENA VIBRA GROUP
Founded in 2007, Buena Vibra Group is a true
lifestyle-marketing agency specializing in
Promotions, Branding & Special Events. The
agency is also a lifestyle brand branching out
into trendsetting apparel, art, music, events,
sports & education among other aspects of
daily life in Puerto Rico.

Thank you for supporting Fundación Buena Vibra and our mission to help revitalize
Puerto Rico’s communities and local economies. Buena Vibra Group has always set
out to be a game-changer in the entertainment industry, but our Foundation has
set out to be a game-changer in our communities. Like many organizations living in
a post-Maria world, we changed the focus of our foundation from helping develop
local culture and arts initiatives to helping individuals and communities in our
island revitalize after the disaster.
In the following report we will walk you through different projects we have
collaborated on in 2017 and 2018 with the help of local and international donors. A
key takeaway from our work is a message we have communicated from day one: the
good vibes, or as we call them buenas vibras, come from the heart.
All my best,
Emil Medina
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ABOUT
FUNDACIÓN BUENA VIBRA
Fundación Buena Vibra (FBV) is a non-profit born from the creative events
agency of Buena Vibra Group in 2010. Our original focus was to revitalize
the local arts and culture scene in Puerto Rico. Yet, like many organizations,
our focus shifted after Hurricane Maria struck our island. Now, we are a
growing organization with strong ties to multiple communities focused
on revitalizing Puerto Rico.

Neighbors in Alto del Cabro San Juan come out to meet
our team.
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PURPOSE + MISSION + VISION
PURPOSE
We believe in serving as a transformative catalyst that enhances the dignity of every community
and individual we serve.

MISSION

VISION

Enabling community empowerment and

We envision a Puerto Rico where each

microeconomic impact through dynamic

community and individual reaches

partnerships, targeted relief experiences and

unimaginable potential.

sustainable rebuilding initatives.
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FOUNDER

FOUNDER

MEET THE TEAM

EMIL MEDINA

MAX PÉREZ

CARLA SÁNCHEZ

CECILE RIVERA

President

Vice President

Strategic Advisor

Community Coordinator

Emil is founding partner
and CEO of Buena Vibra
Group and the lead
decision-maker for FBV.
He helps coordinate new
partnerships for FBV
and is typically on the
ground during volunteer
intiatives.

Max is founding partner
and Chief Experience
Creator of Buena Vibra
Group. He helps
coordinate intiatives with
large scale partners like
Bad Bunny, Francisco
Lindor and JJ Barea.

Carla provides startegic

Cecile helps leverage
community relations for
the foundation, while
assisting with reporting,
event coordination,
communications efforts,
and event follow-up.

guidance for FBV. With
over 20+ years experience
in non-profits, she has
directed FBV through
some of its most
important partnershisps.

MEET THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES
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ALEJANDRO

CELSO

CALMA

MANZANARES

GONZÁLEZ

CARMONA

Senior Associate,
Endeavor Puerto Rico

Director,
CERO Design

Artist and CEO,
There’s No Other Girl
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HURRICANE MARIA
IMPACTS PUERTO RICO
With little warning, Hurricane Maria arrived and destroyed Puerto
Rico on September 20, 2017. The already fragile infrastructure
was devastated. Many communities were critically impacted by
the severe winds and unprecedented flooding. In addition, many
impacted houses in certain neighborhoods did not qualify for
assistance from FEMA due to their unstable structures or informal
homes. Without a property title or proper documentation, families
are unable to protect their belongings. Sometimes, many
communities’ illegal second stories or additions to homes were
the units that cause the greatest impact to the house as a whole.
The severe emergency state of the island is what originally
attracted our Foundation to provide relief and roof
reconstruction in municipalities all over the island. Yet, months
later, many residents and communities are still struggling to
recover.

Hurricane Maria left many homes and its
residents vulnerable to the elements, without
windows, doors, and portions, sometimes the
entire roof was stripped away. This home in
Naguabo is a key example of Maria’s impact.
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OUR FOCUS
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Post Hurricane
Maria, our focus
shifted to cover the
three main areas:

DYNAMIC
PARTNERSHIPS

TARGETED RELIEF

SUSTAINABLE
REBUILDING INITIATIVES

Work closely with
community leaders and
residents, with our partner
corporations and
organizations. Our
volunteers and staff have
a “hands-on” mentality,
willing to adapt to a range
of tasks including painting,
debris removal, light
construction, among others.

By collaborating with
municipalities and local
leaders, our teams are able
to assist the most critical
community cases directy.
Our initiatives are designed
to restore dignity to local
residents, promote selfsufficiency, empowerment,
and local businesses within
these communities.

Our organization focuses
on assisting with roof
reconstruction and home
construction and
community area
revitalization. Our teams
work hard to collaborate
on projects that can have a
lasting impact in their local
community, especially by
supporting the
reconstruction of local
businesses which hire
locally and become key
meeting points for
community residents.
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Muralist, David Zayas, created “Tejido de Ingenio” during the IRONMAN Foundation Volunteer Day. The piece highlights how everything in Barrio Ingenio
from boxing, baseball, to the older generations are stitched together. Photograph by Jay Guerra for IRONMAN Foundation.
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IMPACTING
COMMUNITIES AND
BUSINESSES
As part of our commitment to targeted
relief, our team has specific selection
criterias for the homes and businesses
impacted. We make sure your donation
and support care used to help the most

HOME SELECTION CRITERIA
The already fragile neighborhoods in
Puerto Rico were devastated by Hurricane
Maria, with many impacted houses not qualify
for assistance from FEMA, do not have title
deeds to their homes, or have additions to their
homes that were destroyed by the hurricane
due to their unstable structures.
Our teams work with homes, which have
residents who are 70+ years or older. Some live
alone or are part of families with children or
teenagers, or have bedridden and sick
individuals.
BUSINESS SELECTION CRITERIA
Our team works closely with community leaders
to identify businesses who have a strong local
impact and whose owners are key members of
the community they serve.

vunerable members of the community and
businesses that will in turn boost the local
economy.

Hiram Trinidad climbs up to inspect his roof with the Fundación
Buena Vibra team during our initial visit to his home.

MEET SOME OF THE
RESIDENTS
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ROSA GUZMÁN

Age: 70+
“Every day I remember the
amount of people who have
come to support me thanks
to FBV, they are a blessing. “

HIRAM TRINIDAD

Age: 70+
“My space has changed
to be healthier and more
suited to my needs.”

MARIA VIVES

Age: 70+
“They (FBV) have given me
love, which is the most
important thing I needed
here, and strength...”

MARIA ELENA VÁSQUEZ

Age: 70+
“FBV has changed my life,
now I not only feel I have a
beautiful home, but I shine.”
Photographs by Jay Guerra for
IRONMAN Foundation.
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IMPACTED MUNICIPALITIES AND
COMMUNITIES IN PR

Impacted areas
Areas to be impacted
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OVERALL INVESTMENT

FBV invested approximately

$217,304

through donations in projects from
October 2017 to September 2018

ANNUAL REPORT 2018

Max Pérez and our working team collect debris infront of a home in Barrio Ingenio, Toa Baja.

KEY COLLABORATIONS FOR 2017
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MENDEZ & CO. + HEINEKEN + MADECO

Morovis + Naguabo

2017
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MOROVIS

The “Tu Estrella Vive” campaign focused on local business rehabilitation post
Hurricane Maria and re-emphasize our commitment to help strengthen local
economies. Heineken staff, community leaders, and volunteers worked together with
Madeco to help revitalize local neighborhood businesses: Alcapurria Doña Fela and
Pa’l Campo in Morovis. In Pa’l Campo, volunteers and staff helped reconstruct the
business which had been completely destroyed. They helped remove debris, installed
new roofs and gave both businesses a fresh coat of paint.
NAGUABO

Volunteers and contractors worked on the a local restaurant: La Casa del Mofongo,
helping to install a new roof and repaint the restaurant. Volunteers also revitalized
public spaces around the boardwalk in Naguabo, cleaning the beach, removing debris,
and replanting vegetation around the boardwalk, or as locals call it, “el malecón”.
GUAYNABO

In Guaynabo, volunteers and staff impacted the local business of El Guayabo.
Staff also distributed electric generators to clients, portable gasoline and oil tanks,
and emergency supplies such as cases of water to individuals.
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2017
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1 Heineken and Madeco
crew help remove debris
from a home worksite in
Morovis.

1

2

3

4

Photographs by Heineken Puerto Rico and Live Media - Creative Studio

2, 3, + 4 Max Pérez
and Heineken working
teams helped revitalize
neighborhood restaurants
and public spaces to
bring crowds back to the
impacted boardwalk in
Nagüabo.

2017
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CERO DESIGN
Alto Del Cabro and Hill Brothers Sur in San Juan +
Barrio Ingenio in Toa Baja
The FBV team along with our volunteers, helped
remove debris, and reconstruct roofs and houses in
some of the most impacted communities in the San
Juan and Santurce areas. Volunteers also helped
remove debris and paint a houses in Barrio Ingenio in
partnership with CERO Design.
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2017
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FRANCISCO LINDOR

Barrio Hato, Caguas

Through the “ Mi Barrio Se Levanta” initiative, FBV partnered
with Cleveland Indians baseball shortstop Francisco Lindor.
In his hometown of Barrio Hato Caguas, Lindor helped us
deliver emergency supplies like warm meals and water to
victims of Hurricane Maria.

1
1 The remains of a home

2 Baseball player Francisco

post-hurricane in Barrio Hato,
which our crew visited as part
of the “Mi Barrio Se Levanta”
initiatve.

Lindor and volunteers deliver
supplies to local community
members.

2

WHIRLPOOL PUERTO RICO

ADDITIONAL
COLLABORATIONS

Barrio Bajura, Vega Alta
In collaboration with Whirlpool
Puerto Rico and Méndez & Co, our
organizations helped open a community
clothes washing station.
Max and Wilfredo
from Heineken in Morovis.
Photograph by Heineken Puerto Rico and Live Media - Creative Studio

DALLAS MAVERICKS

Four-year-old Lena supervises Celso González as he
repaints a home in Barrio Ingenio, Toa Baja.

FBV was selected by the Dallas Mavericks
Foundation as a donation recipient. This
recognition is especially meaningful
because the team’s point guard, Jose Juan
“JJ” Barea, is a fellow Boricua invested in
helping our island recover.

2017
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BAD BUNNY + ALMIRANTE NEWS

Barrio Almirante Sur, Vega Baja

Assisted and financially sponsored
the reconstruction of five new homes
in Vega Baja, pre-selected by the Trap
artist Bad Bunny and coordinated
through local organization Almirante
News. Volunteers also handed out
emergency supplies during the
initiative “Mi Barrio Se Levanta” (My
Neighborhood Rises).

2017 & 2018
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Max Pérez and our younger volunteers collaborated to distribute
emergency cases of water to residents and families in Vega Baja.
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Columbia Business School volunteers
show off the harvested Yuca along with

Daniel Cruz Donato at Proyecto
YUCAE.

KEY COLLABORATIONS FOR 2018

staff and leaders Lydia Díaz Rodríguez and
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2018
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IRONMAN FOUNDATION + NY HEALTH AND RACKET CLUB
+ FIREHOUSE SUBS + LANCO + MADECO

Barrio Ingenio, Toa Baja

Photograph by Jay Guerra for IRONMAN Foundation.

Collaborated with IRONMAN Foundation staff and volunteer
athletes to revitalize four homes of aging residents. Teams of
volunteers removed debris and repainted homes. The crew
also repainted the local baseball field, the heart of a
community that has grown up with the sport all their lives.
Our contracting partners then sealed roofs and installed new
windows and doors in selected homes. Community leaders
helped us identify how we could use the remaining
resources from this grant to continue impacting more homes
and public spaces in the community.

Photograph by Jay Guerra for IRONMAN Foundation.

2018
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MINNESOTA TWINS

Barrio Ingenio, Toa Baja

Worked with the executive team of the Minnesota Twins to
impact two homes. Cleaned houses with pressure
washing machine, painted the house’s exterior and front
gate, and sealed the roofs of one home. Primed and painted
the interior of the two bedrooms in the other home, installed
two new interior doors and helped seal the roof.
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2018
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COLUMBIA BUSINESS SCHOOL + PARA LA NATURALEZA

Yabucoa + Fajardo

In partnership with the organization Para La Naturaleza, volunteers from Columbia Business School’s graduating class of 2018, assisted with field work
and farming in Proyecto Yucae at the Punta Yeguas natural reserve in Yabucoa.
Yabucoa is also the municipality where Hurricane Maria entered Puerto Rico.
Volunteers also helped with reforestation efforts in Las Cabezas de San Juan
Nature Reserve in Fajardo preparing the soil and planting dozens of trees.

Daniel Cruz Donato supervises the harvest of root vegetables in the organic farm and
reserve of Proyecto YUCAE located in the coast of Yabucoa.

NY STANDS WITH PR

Levittown, Toa Baja

Worked directly with the New York Stands with Puerto Rico
initiative for a three day intensive initiative. The selected
project focused on clearing the surroundings of a local lake
to help mitigate future flooding disasters in the region.
Volunteers included students and staff from the State University of New York (SUNY) Maritime College, SUNY University at Albany and SUNY College of Environmental Science
and Forestry.
Volunteers were trained by the Municipal Public Works
Director and staff to properly and safely remove debris.
Post-hurricane, the area suffered greatly with floods
impacting close to 5,800 of Levittown’s habitable houses.
Many residents were left traumatized, many of them with
families. The clean-up efforts on this lake are incredibly
important to Toa Baja, as it will help mitigate and control
the overflow of unsanitary water if another hurricane were to
impact during the season which started June 2018.

2018
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TO OUR SPONSORS +
DONORS
Your sponsorship as partners and
donors is a key part of how we are
able to continually impact
communities in Puerto Rico, helping
our island’s residents to thrive once
again.

TO OUR VOLUNTEER TEAMS
Thank you for your generously
donating your time, your
resources and your spirit. Your
motivation and commitment to the
many people and communities you
help inspires us to continue our
work on a daily basis.

Thank You!

Volunteers in Hill Brother South demolished Maggie Selvia’s impacted wooden home, treated the floors and
prepped the home for a complete reconstruction.

TO OUR RESIDENTS
Thank you to the residents who
invited us into their lives and their
homes allowing us to help them in
their healing process. Who
introduced us to their families and
communities filled with neighbors,
leaders, and an incredible spirit.
Because of your trust in us and our
work, our organization and PR
continue to flourish.

fundacion@buenavibrapr.com

787-726-2600

B5 Calle Tabonuco, Suite 216 PMB 261
Guaynabo, PR 00968

